Thulani Rachia, of sugar and Bones Preview 19th September 5pm
Exhibition 21st September- 3rd November Wednesday, Saturday, Sunday 1pm to 6pm daily
Artist Breakfast Saturday 5th October 11am Civic Room
Film Screening Friday 18th October 6pm CCA Cinema

of sugar and Bones is the third exhibition featured in the Of Lovely Tyrants and Invisible Women
programme investigating themes of spatial politics, gender and racial hierarchies within imperial
architecture. This year-long programme, curated by Civic Room, Glasgow features four solo
exhibitions from artists - Lauren Printy Currie, Ashanti Harris, Thulani Rachia and Marija Nemčenko and an
events programme in collaboration with cultural organisations, community groups and public
audiences.

“what do You remember?
my body tells Me that this land is built of sugar and Bones.
how do We excavate the Dreams which were laid to rest in these walls?”

From the end of the 19th Century, Glasgow’s trading industries, manufacturing bases and geographical
position leads it to be referred to as the Second City of the Empire. The River Clyde in particular
becomes a conduit for transportation and trade, aiding the generation of wealth and the advancement
of Glasgow to a centre of colonial profits. During this period Missionaries from Scotland travel to
Southern African countries. While many present their work in humanitarian terms of educating local
populations or helping with disaster relief, in practice, missionaries lead people away from their
indigenous cultural and spiritual practices and facilitate the colonial project in its takeover of
populations and land. Today, Glasgow and South Africa’s built environment act as a marker to this
history, In Glasgow, these architectural emblems of authoritative memory and the continual process
of urban renewal are petrifying the city into a state of collective amnesia.

African (Nguni) dream theory recognises dreaming as central to an individual and a community’s wellbeing. Dreaming from an African psychological perspective posits that an individual can dream for
others and positions dreams and the body as a site of ancestral knowledge – a space for
communication with ancestors. The Nguni believe that spirits of the deceased do not rest until their
bones are returned to their place of ancestry. Engaging in dreaming is widely used as a mechanism in
healing processes among traditional medicine practitioners in southern Africa.

The city chambers of Glasgow, built from the profits of the transatlantic slave trade in 1888 forms the
backdrop of the film, while The site under demolition is soon to be a four star boutique hotel.

Installed in a former British linen bank built in 1897, of sugar and Bones is a meditation on sites and
methods of remembering.

Integrating the fields of architecture, performing and visual arts, Thulani Rachia's practice currently
sees him exploring site and history and how these come together in the formation of identity, culture
and memory.

Of Lovely Tyrants and Invisible Women is co-curated by Director, Sarah Strang and Associate Curator,
Alasdair Campbell and is generously funded by Creative Scotland with additional project funding
provided by Heritage Lottery Fund. Civic Room receives support in-kind from Oran Mor, Carson &
Partners and Civic Room Advisory.
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Nigiyabonga nkulunkulu namadlozi wami.

Thank you to the powerhouse team who helped put this up. Friends and family, thank you for being a
constant source of positivity and encouragement. Thank you Transmission Gallery, Amelia Bywater,
Hussein Mitha, Alberta whittle, Ambroise Leclerc, adam benmakhlouf, adebusola ramsay, graham Campbell,,
the “Glasgow boys building team” who were so hospitable on site.

Screens: Amelia Bywater
Vinyl: Hussein Mitha
Film: Thulani Rachia
Film edit: “UKHUMBULA KHUPHI?” Thulani Rachia
“UKHUMBULA KANJANI?” Thulani Rachia
and Ambroise Leclerc
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